
 

 

 

If you are a former Smile Direct Club (SDC) patient, you may be aware that SDC has officially ceased 
with immediate affect operating in the UK, and also around the world.  

LDP is not affiliated with SDC in any way, however we do understand that this decision will have left 
thousands of patients in the UK deeply concerned about their oral health and the next steps. 

LDP cannot advise on the legal process or how you can seek a refund from SDC however we would like 
to do whatever we are able to, to help and guide those patients on their clinical options available.  

 
Does Lewisham Dental Practice offer clear aligner treatment? 

Yes, our practice offers teeth straightening options. Our Treatment Co-ordinator would be more than 
happy to discuss the options with you, whether this is in person or on a quick telephone call. 

You can also access our list of treatment options on our website. 

 

Can I continue my Smile Direct Club treatment with LDP? 

Initially, you will need to book in a consultation with one of our experienced clean aligner clinicians who 
will be discuss your case and talk you through the options with you. 

Unfortunately, the clinician is unlikely to be able to continue with your current treatment plan which you 
up took with Smile Direct Club and therefore will need to create a new treatment plan with you and 
discuss the realistic expectations to achieve your desired result.  

 

How much would my clear aligner treatment at LDP cost? 

We offer a range of competitive and feasible prices and also a range of payment plans which meet your 
needs. Our finance plans ensures that you can experience professional and appropriate dental care and 
achieve the smile you desire. 

We believe and understand that teeth straightening is a complicated process and should always be 
clinically led with continuous monitoring. Our treatment plans include regular visits to the practice and 
your case monitored by our experienced clinicians.  

To get an idea of more accurate costings and our starting prices, please contact our Treatment Co-
ordinator here at the practice. 

 

I’m worried about the financial impact of paying for further treatment, how can LDP support me? 

Lewisham Dental Practice believes everyone should have access to the right tailored dental care. 

We understand that with further teeth straightening, this can carry unexpected costs and can sympathise 
with those who have been under the care of Smile Direct Club. 

 That’s why we offer a range of competitive prices and finance options to make sure as many people as 
possible can experience the benefits of clear aligners or braces. If you would like further information on 
this, then please contact our Treatment Co-ordinator who will be more than happy to assist you with this.  
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